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About This Game

The Little Crane is back! And it brought its friends to play in the dirt.

Driving and operating heavy machinery is a blast!
Test your operating skills 5d3b920ae0

Title: The Little Crane That Could
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Game Studio Abraham Stolk Inc.
Publisher:
Game Studio Abraham Stolk Inc.
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2015

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel IGP (
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cant get game to run cant get any help this sucks. Its nice a developer to listen to the community but however there are some
flaws I think in this game. The control system is not good you have to be very ambidextrous to use the controls. Example you
have to hold the bumper bar all the time whilst trying to use the digging function. woud have been much nicer to toggle the
digger on and off. Shame about the control issue as I bought it thinking my 3 year old would love it as he is digger mad. It is I
guess a tablet game rather then PC for example the scenary looks like its in FOG and you cant see very far. In fact you can see it
draw the scenary as you drive. If you do to digging the whole thing get laggy and slow and I would say that I dont have a slow
PC for this sort of game. GTX 660 and an i3 but like I say the game really should not require this to run smoothly. I will be
honest it steam did refunds then I would be asking for one.. Fun little time waster. Feels like more of a tech demo than anything
though. The dev could have a bright future ahead if he keeps at it and improves. $5 is a good starting point for this one. $12 is
too much by far. I paid $7 for my copy. I don't regret it but I can see maybe a couple hours of play time before id be done with
it. Recommend if you think you'd like a very simplistic terrain physics game and can get it for $7 or under.. the guy was to fat to
get in the little crane nothing to see here mate!. Insert Helpful review here. the best game i have ever played in my entire life
9/10. Ok, lets get something straight. This is not going to knock your socks in terms of graphics. But they are more than
adequate, in terms of what this game is. They are pleasant to look at and not trying to be some retro graphical mess either.
Sound wise, it's ok. There were some repetitive sounds, like the tracks on vehicles. But not too distracting. The levels early on,
are easy. But it become more taxing quite early on and are good challenges. Price matches the game well and as such, it's worth
the price they are asking. Platform specific, I am using Linux (Manjaro) with a i7 and mobile GTX765m. Game runs fine, but
with a huge amount of dirt pulled up in piles, there can be some lag. Assuming this is a physics issue, there has been an update
so we will see. This doesnt mess with the gameplay, so no biggy. Overall an enjoyable game, I like the sandbox mode. I love the
part when I tip my vehicle over and need another vehicle to use the arm and push it back. It's worth the price, the developer is
active and listens to their customers.. If this dev. would finish "THE LITTLE CRANE THAT COULD" first because I think it
has so much potential, maybe this would not be a cash grab currently? I cannot recommend until this dev. finishes his first
potential product.
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